
Communication Brief

1.      Project Summary:

The Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf wants to keep giving the best possible to their customers. This might be 
possible with a little help by technology. By adding a new mobile website The Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf 
will give their customers a better infective, accessible and easy experience to access their products and 
use the services. The mobile website will include an easy to use menu, store locator, and social media so 
the customers can interact with other people, among other features.

    

2.      Audience Profile:

The audience profile is people who enjoy drinking coffee and tea whether is cold or hot. People between 
the ages of 16 and 40, both genders who don’t really have the time to prepare their coffee or tea (favorite 
blends) at home, or who randomly has the desired to drink a cold or hot drink. Although people with 
less or more age also enjoy The Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf products, most people usually go before or 
after school/work or during lunch hours. When it come to budget The Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf has really 
affordable prices that are accessible to anyone. Since the redesign of this site will include flexible grids 
customers will have the advantage of access it from different devices such as desktops, tablets, and 
mobiles phones. As one of the main features of the website, every customer will be able to locate a store 
near them. While they get to the store they can check out the menu so they will be ready to order once 
they get to the store. Since the website also offers a social media page you can share your experience 
with other people.    

 

3.      Perception/Tone/Guidelines:
Current: The website as in right now is more of a sales website. The colors really work with the logo, 
but some information is really hard to find. For example to find the beverage menu you need to click on 
about us then click on more, which I think is kind off add because on the about us page you will 
normally find the history of the company.   Desired: Make the website friendlier to users, focusing on 
what is the main reason people will go the site instead of a store. Making it easy to find the top seller 
products.

    

4.      Communication Strategy:
The communication Strategy will be base on the organization of the site. Making sure that customers can 
find what they need with less than 4 clicks. Also by adding useful links such as store locator. Also 
having a easy to navigate menu that will feature the most important content like coffee and tea menu as 
well as merchandise. Plus will also try to remake the important feature through color.

 

5. Competitive Positioning:
The main competitor that The Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf has is Starbucks. The advantage that the Coffee 
Bean & Tea Leaf has over Starbucks is the fact that Starbucks is well known for serving coffee but people 
who don’t or can’t drink coffee will relate more with The Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf. It all depends on how 
the website is meant to be used. In the case of the mobile will focus more on store locator, while on the 



desktop sales should really be the focus point. 
 

6. Targeted Message: PREMIUM COFFEE SINCE 1963. 
CAREFULLY NURTURED FROM SEED TO CUP


